Autumn 2010 Programme

PGSA Colloquium Series

List of Speakers

Maité Cruz Tleugabulova 
*True Judges, Ideal Orators, and the Circle of Taste*
Field: History of Philosophy
September 29th

James A. Overton 
*Rethinking Scientific Explanation*
Field: Philosophy of Science
October 6th

Rebecca MacIntosh 
*Social Culture and Individual Niche Construction*
Field: Philosophy of Science (Biology)
October 13th

Elliot Rossiter 
*Pascal and Fideism*
Field: Early Modern Philosophy, Philosophy of Religion
October 20th

Nicolas McGinnis 
*The Unreasonable Applicability of Paraconsistent Logic*
Field: Logic, Philosophy of Language
October 27th

Lee-Anna Sangster 
*Mental Representation and Mindreading: Exploring the Minimal Requirements for Mental State Attribution*
Field: Philosophy of Mind, Philosophy of Psychology
November 3rd

Molly Kao 
*A Problem with the Mapping Account of Applied Mathematics*
Field: Philosophy of Science, Philosophy of Mathematics
November 10th

Michel Hebert 
*Endorsement and Welfare: the Wisdom of Hedonists*
Field: Normative Ethics, Value Theory
November 17th

Angel Petropanagos 
*Children’s Well-being and Reproductive Agency*
Field: Bioethics
November 24th

Michael Borgida 
*There’s No Legal Moralism Like Moderate Legal Moralism, and Moderate Legal Moralism’s No Legal Moralism at All*
Field: Philosophy of Law, Political Philosophy
December 1st

Emerson Doyle 
*The Omega-Rule and the Methodological Role of Tolerance in Carnap’s Logical Syntax of Language*
Field: Philosophy of Logic
December 8th

Stevenson Hall
Room 1145
Wednesdays, 5:30pm
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